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Best Practices Guide
This guide documents the best practices of using SAN Analytics software to identify, resolve,
and troubleshoot performance degradation of a Cisco UCS fabric backed by a Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform. The solution uses the Fibre Channel-Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe)
protocol to back a VMware 7.0U3 virtualized environment. This document does not cover
configuration.

This guide is written for professional services staff such as storage administrators, VMware
administrators, sales engineers, field consultants, and validated Hitachi and Cisco resale
partners. Readers of this document must have knowledge of RAID systems and functionality,
VMware ESXi and vCenter environments, and converged infrastructure.

Note: Testing of these procedures was in a lab environment. Many factors impact
production environments beyond prediction or duplication in a lab environment.
Follow the recommended practice of conducting proof-of-concept testing in a non-
production, isolated test environment that otherwise matches your production
environment before your production implementation of this solution.

Introduction
Fibre Channel is a high-speed data transfer protocol that provides in-order lossless delivery
of raw block data. It is designed to provide connections between endpoint servers and
storage devices. This technology supports point-to-point devices through a common fabric
known as a Storage Area Network (SAN). Fibre Channel SANs are typically deployed for low
latency applications that are best suited to block-based storage, such as databases used for
high-speed online transactional processing (OLTP) and those found in banking, online
ticketing, and virtual environments.

Because Fibre Channel SANs are lossless, end users often find themselves in situations of
SAN congestion caused by overutilization of an edge link or a slow drain device. Although
both scenarios have the same results, the reasons are different. Congestion caused by
overutilization of an edge-link happens when the switch receives more traffic than can be sent
on the link. In contrast, congestion caused by a slow drain happens when a device cannot
process the frames as fast as its ingress rate because of issues such as high CPU usage or
even a software defect. In turn, this device, called a slow drain device, applies backpressure
by slowing down Receiver Ready (R_RDY) signals.
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SAN configuration
This is a best-practice datacenter architecture built by Hitachi Vantara and Cisco Systems to
meet your enterprise needs using virtual server workloads. It uses a Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform (VSP) storage system to connect the Cisco MDS Multilayer switches that control
Fibre Channel/SAN communication to the Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects and Cisco UCS
chassis.

Northbound Ethernet/LAN networking is enabled through the Cisco Nexus 9000 family of
switches. For information about SAN connectivity and network connectivity see the Cisco and
Hitachi Adaptive Solutions for Converged Infrastructure Deployment Guide.

The following figure shows the validated architecture for Cisco and Hitachi Adaptive Solutions
for Converged Infrastructure. Red lines represent Fabric A connections, blue lines represent
Fabric B connections, and the rest are port channel connections.

SAN configuration
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Solution components
The following tables list the tested solution components.

Table 1 Hardware components

Component Version

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform VSP 5600H 90-07-01-00/00

Cisco MDS 9132T Fibre Channel switch MDS NX-OS 9.2(2)

Cisco Nexus 9332-FX2 switch NX-OS 7.0(3)I7(9)

Cisco Fabric Interconnect 6454 4.2(1i)

Cisco Unified Computing System B200 M6 Blade Servers 4.2(1i)

Cisco Unified Computing System 2208XP IOM 4.2(1i)

Table 2 Software components

Component Version

VMware vCenter Standalone (VCSA) 7.0 U3 7.0.3, 19234570

VMware ESXi 7.0 U3 Cisco Custom Image 7.0.3, 19193900

VMware ESXi 7.0U3 nenic 1.0.42.0

VMware ESXi 7.0U3 nfnic 5.0.0.34

Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer 10.8.1

Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller 12.0.1a

Overutilization
Overutilization was purposely created within the Cisco UCS environment backed by Hitachi
VSP storage to explore the software capabilities of Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer and Cisco
SAN Analytics in conjunction with Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller (NDFC). With
overutilization, the data transfer rate (Tx Data rate) from the storage system is faster than the
host port speed. Tx Data rate is the transmitted data rate respective to the port.

A Tx Data rate mismatch can be caused by an 8G link or port-channel that is connected to a
server and a storage system that is backed by a 32G link which causes a speed mismatch
where the incoming data is more than what can be sent by the 8G link. This requires the
switch to buffer the data until it can be processed, which causes backpressure to occur
directly on the Cisco MDS switch, where R_RDY signals are sent slowly because of a lack of
free receiver buffers.

Solution components
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The host that is connected to an over-utilized link might not be impacted, but other servers on
the fabric are impacted because of backpressure congestion. The following figure represents
the Cisco UCS during overutilization conditions. The red arrows depicted on the storage ports
represent SAN congestion.

Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer
Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer allows end-to-end metric collection from compute hosts, Fibre
Channel switches, and backend storage systems. The best practices in this guide cover
configuration and installation instructions as well as how to use Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer
features to detect, troubleshoot, and resolve performance degradation within a Cisco UCS
SAN fabric backed by Hitachi VSP storage. The following figure shows Ops Center Analyzer
capabilities.

Cisco SAN Analytics and Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller
The Cisco SAN Analytics solution offers end-to-end visibility into Fibre Channel block storage
traffic. The solution is natively available on the storage area network because of the
integrated-by-design architecture with the Cisco MDS 9000 switch family.

Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer
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Cisco SAN Analytics delivers deep visibility into I/O traffic between the compute and the
storage infrastructure. This information is in addition to the already-available visibility
obtained from individual ports, switches, servers, virtual machines, and storage systems.
Cisco MDS switches export all the metrics to Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller
(NDFC) using streaming telemetry. In turn, NDFC automatically calculates performance
baselines and categorizes the devices based on their deviations. It also provides alerting
using the Anomaly Detection feature.

Cisco SAN Analytics and NDFC can be used to detect, troubleshoot, and resolve
performance degradation within a Cisco UCS SAN fabric backed by Hitachi VSP storage.
The following figure shows the NDFC capabilities.

Cisco SAN Analytics and NDFC best practices
This section describes how to identify, troubleshoot, and resolve performance and congestion
issues using Cisco SAN Analytics and NDFC.

Cisco MDS
This section describes Cisco MDS NX-OS commands.

Tx and Rx detection

Using the Cisco NX-OS CLI on Cisco MDS switches, administrators can run simple
commands to obtain insight into counters and credits available for ports being used as targets
within the fabric. In the following examples, Fibre Channel ports 1/19 and 1/20 on Fabric B
are the target ports. The following command displays the ports that are used through
counters as well as the remaining B2B credits:

show interface counters brief

Cisco SAN Analytics and NDFC best practices
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This command helps administrators understand link utilization. The following figure shows
that fc1/1, fc1/19, and fc1/20 are experiencing high I/O rate and frame count. The port-
channel between Cisco MDS and Fabric Interconnect is on fc1/1. The output rate on fc1/1 is
approximately 800 Mbps, which is the maximum data-rate of an 8G Fibre Channel port. This
condition indicates congestion because of the overutilization of fc1/1.

RxB2Bto0 counters

Use the following command to obtain additional interface details:

show interface <fc-port> counters

RxB2Bto0 counters
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This command helps administrators understand how many buffer credits remain on a per-port
basis. A receive B2B credits value of 0 indicates that the port is under congestion conditions.
The receive B2B credits remaining shown in the following figure is an instantaneous value.
Therefore, the quickly incrementing value of a receive B2B credit that transitions to zero is an
important metric.

Port Monitor logging

Port Monitor is a feature of Cisco MDS 9000 switches that monitors data-plane metrics at a
low granularity (such as 1 second) and takes automatic actions, such as generating alerts,
shutting down a port, isolating a port, or enabling Dynamic Ingress Rate Limiting.

Port Monitor logging
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A Port Monitor policy must be configured using the NX-OS CLI or NDFC. When configured
thresholds are exceeded, alerts can be sent to remote syslog servers or SNMP trap
receivers. The switch stores these alerts in the form of logs. The following output shows the
thresholds of various metrics set using Port Monitor.

Run the following command to view logs based on port monitor thresholds:

show log | grep fc<interface number>

The output of this command shows alerts that have been triggered according to port
monitoring policies. The following figure represents fc1/1 showing a Tx Datarate Burst
reaching a rising threshold of 5 times at 90% utilization at a polling interval of 60 seconds.
The Tx Datarate Burst identifies an interface that faces the maximum data transmission for
which the port is capable.

Overutilization congestion prevention using Cisco MDS Dynamic Ingress Rate
Limiting

Cisco MDS Dynamic Ingress Rate Limiting (DIRL) identifies and resolves SAN congestion.
DIRL must be enabled from Port Monitor to detect any symptoms of egress congestion on the
switch ports. Then DIRL limits ingress data to prevent congestion in the egress direction.
DIRL dynamically adapts the ingress traffic rate until the egress congestion is gone. By
limiting ingress frames, DIRL also slows down the data-requesting frames (read I/O
command) to the storage system.

To view DIRL settings on a fabric using MDS NX-OS, run the following command:

show port-monitor active

Overutilization congestion prevention using Cisco MDS Dynamic Ingress Rate Limiting
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This command output shows that the Tx Data rate port guard DIRL has been set to prevent
congestion among both slow and fast devices within the same fabric. Additionally, to view
alerts for DIRL prevention, you can use the following command:

show logging last 20

This command output shows DIRL action that prevents fc1/1 TxData rate so that
overutilization does not occur.

Per-flow traffic utilization on a switch port in real-time

Real-time performance statistics are a useful tool in dynamic troubleshooting and fault
isolation within the fabric. For any port on a switch, you can monitor several statistics with
granular intervals that can consist of the top 10 metrics for initiator, target, and LUN (ITL)
flows and initiator, target, and Namespace (ITN) flows. SAN Analytics must be enabled for
this feature.

Run the following command to display per-flow traffic utilization with the highest throughput.

Note: Additional metrics aside from throughput, such an I/O per second (IOPS)
and Exchange Completion Time (ECT), are also available.

show analytics –top –key THPUT

The output of this command shows the top 10 ITL flows with the highest throughput in
correlation with the initiator, target, and VSP LUN. This command updates the display every
3-4 seconds. It finds the top 10 flows among tens of thousands of flows that might be active
on the switch.

Per-flow traffic utilization on a switch port in real-time
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Use the following command output to retrieve additional performance information to
investigate SAN performance statistics of the initiator, target, and LUN. The following
command drills down into initiator 0x190043, target 0x190160 and LUN 18:

showanalytics --initiator 0x190043 --target 0x190160 --lun 0018-0000-0000-0000 --info 
--target-itl

Slowest and busiest switch ports in real-time

The slowest and busiest correlation is provided by the SAN Analytics feature. Exchange
completion time (ECT) helps administrators understand which ports are the slowest in a
fabric. Increased ECT values show performance degradation in the SAN fabric, especially if
the backing storage system is using fast NVMe drive sets in conjunction with FC-NVMe.

Run the following command to gain insight into switch ports with the highest ECT.

showanalytics --top --key ECT

Slowest and busiest switch ports in real-time
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This output provides granularity in the form of milliseconds (ms), microseconds (us), and
nanoseconds (ns).

Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller
This section describes Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller (NDFC) capabilities.

Tx and Rx detection

From NDFC, administrators can view the performance utilization of ports. Administrators can
select the arrow icon next specific ports and view a historical diagram on the performance of
these ports.

Use the following procedure to view the Rx and Tx utilization for the port channel supporting
Fabric B.

To access the vantage point, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. Select Fabrics from the navigation tree.
2. Click on the fabric that is experiencing congestion.

3. In the fabric pop-up window, select the highlighted arrow.

Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller
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4. Select Interfaces from the menu.
5. Apply filters to list the suspected port.
6. Select the arrow icon next to a specific port based on the performance graph.

Tx and Rx detection
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You will be presented with a performance graph showing Tx and Rx utilization.

RxB2Bto0 counters

Additionally, administrators can view native Cisco MDS counters from NDFC to provide
insight into port congestion. Administrators must enable slow drain analysis on the fabrics to
use this feature. Slow drain analysis must run 24/7 on each fabric.

To view RxB2Bto0 counters, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. Select Slow Drain Analysis from the navigation tree.
2. Select the fabric suspected of congestion.

RxB2Bto0 counters
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The following figure shows a representation of Fibre Channel ports along with the
counters. In this example, RxB2Bto0 has a high value indicating ingress congestion on
ports FC1/19 and FC 1/20.

Port Monitor logging

After you apply port monitoring polices to the fabric, you can natively view logs from NDFC.
The following example shows that port fc 1/1 has set off a port alarm because of a high Tx
data rate.

To view logs, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. From the navigation tree expand Operations, and then select Event Analytics.
2. Click Events.
3. Filter based on the fabric.
4. View the logs.

Port Monitor logging
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Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller

Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller (NDFC) provides real time insight into the top 10
busiest and slowest host systems. Select the attribute drop-down on the respective
dashboard to view details about storage systems backing the fabric IOPs, throughput, and
ECT. To enable this dashboard, SAN Insights (Cisco SAN Analytics) must be configured on
the fabric for data collection to occur.

To access the NFDC dashboard, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. From the navigation tree, select Dashboard.
2. Click SAN Insights.
3. Select a protocol.

You will be presented with multiple dashboards that provide insight into the top 10
busiest hosts and storage systems within the fabric.

Cisco Nexus Dashboard Fabric Controller
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4. Select other metrics such as IOPs, throughput, or ECT from the <name of the menu>
menu.
The following example shows two NVMe hosts with the highest utilization within the
environment that helps identify the root cause of congestion caused by overutilization.

Visibility into UCS Blade, vNIC, and vHBA traffic

After a fabric has been discovered with UCSM credentials and SAN Insights has been
enabled on the fabric, you can select the primary fabric interconnect and gain performance
and configuration insight into vHBAs, vNIC, and blade performance from NDFC.

To gain insight into these resources, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. From the navigation tree, select Switches.
2. Select the primary Fabric Interconnect.
3. In the Fabric window, select the highlighted arrow.

Visibility into UCS Blade, vNIC, and vHBA traffic
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When selecting the primary Fabric Interconnect, you will see tabs at the top of the
screen for Blades, vNIC, and vHBA. vHBA is selected in the following example.

Multipath verification to identify the cause of overutilization

NDFC provides administrators insight into SAN performance based on pathing, which
correlates host profiles to storage system ports. Cisco SAN Analytics must be enabled on the
fabric to use this feature.

To view storage performance on each path and pinpoint the cause of overutilization, perform
the following steps:

Procedure

1. From the navigation tree, select Dashboard.
2. Click SAN Insights.
3. Select Monitor Metrics.

4. In the upper-left corner verify that Viewing NVMe metrics is visible. Select the
appropriate vantage point based on host, storage, or pathing.

Multipath verification to identify the cause of overutilization
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The following figure shows that hosts VSI-G700-04-NVME and VSI-G700-05-NVME
have higher than average ECT, IOPs, and throughput, which indicates overutilization
that stems from these hosts.

Alternatively, viewing the IT Pairs shows that Hitachi VSP ports CL3-B and CL4-B used
by host VSI-G700-04 are showing higher than average utilization and ECT, which is the
potential root cause of fabric congestion.

Performance investigation of initiator, target, and LUN or namespace

SAN Insights (Cisco SAN Analytics) must be enabled to use this feature. From the NDFC
dashboard, you can access detailed statistics of hosts that show high utilization. Viewing host
information allows administrators to correlate VSP target ports to host initiator ports along
with target LUNs. In the case of FC-NVMe, the respective namespace ID is shown.

The following is an example of performance investigation using SAN Analytics in conjunction
with the NDFC dashboard to correlate initiator, target, and LUN or Namespace information.

Procedure

1. From NDFC, select Dashboard from the navigation tree.
2. Select the SAN Insights tab.
3. Select NVMe for the protocol.

Performance investigation of initiator, target, and LUN or namespace
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4. From the top 10 hosts dashboard, select a host that shows high utilization to investigate.
Metrics that can sort top 10 hosts include Read/Write IOPS, Read/Write Throughput,
Read/Write ECT, and Read/Write DAL.

In this example, host VSI-G700-4-NVMe is selected, and its graph metrics page is
presented. This provides insight to valuable metrics such as read and write, IOPS,
throughput, ECT, DAL, and I/O.

5. Select the Table tab to correlate the physical to virtual infrastructure as well as
performance trends.

6. From this vantage point, administrators can investigate host performance trends and
correlate VSP target ports, NVMe namespace IDs, and Cisco MDS ports used in the
SAN fabric on a per initiator basis. From the Metrics menu, administrators can modify
the metrics.
The following example shows VSI-G700-04-NVME, which is using VSP 5600 storage
port CL3-B. It is backed by namespace ID 4 and shows above average ECT per I/O
compared to its respective counterparts, which indicates that there is performance
degradation and further investigation is needed for these resources to pinpoint the
cause of congestion within fabric B.

Performance investigation of initiator, target, and LUN or namespace
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Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer best practices
This section describes how to identify, troubleshoot, and resolve performance congestion
using the Ops Center Analyzer.

Ops Center Analyzer dashboard
Ops Center Analyzer dashboards are visual representations of the performance metrics of
your infrastructure resources. The consolidated view helps administrators quickly interpret
performance metrics and identify performance problems. The consolidated dashboard view
allows for the unified management of the server, storage, and network infrastructure
resources. You can ensure the health of your datacenter by proactively monitoring consumer
groups, storage components, volumes, VMs, servers, and network devices.

Analyzer allows grouping of custom resources known as consumers so administrators can
easily distinguish resources based on customer, region, or usage. The advanced visual
analytics aid in visualizing the performance data in easy-to-use graphs and charts. These
visual cues allow for intuitive performance management.

The following example shows an Analyzer dashboard indicating performance issues related
to VMs and block-based storage LDEVs as well as a consumer resource.

Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer best practices
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End-2-End (E2E) data analysis
Performance analysis starts with understanding whether any E2E data path resources are
overloaded. By using E2E data analysis in Ops Center Analyzer, administrators can identify
the root cause of performance degradation within VMs, hosts, SAN fabric, and VSP storage
systems by viewing a visual representation of the end-to-end data path within the datacenter.
From the E2E view, administrators are presented with easy to identify markers indicating
exactly which resources are causing issues.

To access the E2E view from the dashboard, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. Log in to Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer.
2. From the dashboard, select the impacted resource based on consumer, VM/host, or

volume.
In this example Platinum consumer is selected, and it shows that consumer resource
Cisco UCS consumer has performance degradation because of exceeded VM and
Volume thresholds.

3. Click Show volume E2E View.

End-2-End (E2E) data analysis
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This vantage point shows the visual representation of VSP storage volumes and their
association with the SAN fabric. LDEV IDs 0E, 0F, 10, and 11 have performance
degradation alerts as well as the Cisco MDS 9132T SAN fabric switch that they use. The
VSP storage resources that support these volumes such as ports, DKC processors,
cache, VSP pools, and parity groups are also highlighted. This visual relation provides
critical information for troubleshooting the SAN fabric with all end devices shown in
correlation.

Note: Analyzer 10.8.1 does not visually associate VM/hosts to utilized
NVMe resources; FC-SCSI resources will be available. FC-NVMe VM/host
visualization will be included in future updates of Ops Center Analyzer. At
the time of writing this paper, host association for FC-NVMe devices is a
manual process from the Show Details view, which is covered in the
following section.

Show Detail view

Select a resource, right-click on the object, and then select Show Detail to view the resource
performance summary report. The resource performance summary report opens in a new
window.

Show Detail view
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In this example, to gain additional insight into storage configuration and performance, right-
click on LDEV 0E and select Show Detail. LDEV 0E is an NVMe device using the FC-NVMe
protocol. This best practice also applies to VMs, hosts, and SAN switches.

Basic information

The following example shows information such as VSP Volume Label, NVM Subsystem ID/
Nickname, NVM Namespace ID, LDEV and capacity status. It also shows information about
which end hosts use these NVMe resources from the NVM Host NQN. Additionally, from
Show Detail, the Trend, Events, and Change History tabs provide additional information
about the cause of performance degradation on the fabric.

Basic information
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Trend

Select the Trends tab to understand the critical performance degradation of an LDEV. Based
on configured resource profiles, administrators can set static or dynamic thresholds to receive
alerts after the resources pass the specified thresholds.

The following example shows that LDEV 0E has critical alerts for high IOPs and Transfer
Rate utilization. Select the resource and Analyzer will provide a historical graph of the
selected resource performance ranging from the last hour to the last 14 days.

Trend
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Events

Select the Events tab to access a historical log of any performance events related to the
selected resource.

Change History

The Change History tab provides a chronological timeline of any changes to resources
including storage, SAN switches, VMs, and hosts. In this example, the Change History tab is
selected on the supporting SAN switch, which shows that the firmware was upgraded on this
resource recently.

Events
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Analyze Bottleneck

Ops Center Analyzer offers multiple troubleshooting tools for isolating a bottleneck candidate
and identifying the root cause. Access the tools shown in the following figure for further
analysis by right-clicking on an object and selecting Analyze Bottleneck.

Verify Bottleneck

Use Verify Bottleneck at the initial stage of analysis to compare performance charts of the
base point of analysis with the bottlenecked candidate. The following example shows a VM
with high VM CPU usage, which you can compare to the physical hypervisor. Administrators
can change viewed metrics based on the selected resource from the Metric menu. In the
following example, you can conclude that the VM selected shows above average utilization
compared to the host.

Analyze Bottleneck
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Identify Affected Resources

Use Identify Affected Resources to display the user resources that rely on the bottlenecked
resource. In the following example, the Cisco MDS 9132T SAN switch supporting fabric B is
selected. Viewing Identify Affected Resources, shows that VSP NVMe LDEVs 0E, 0F,10, and
11 rely on this Cisco MDS SAN switch.

Identify Affected Resources
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Analyze Shared Resources

Use Analyze Shared Resources if you suspect that the root cause of the problem is resource
contention, a noisy neighbor that disrupts the balance of resource usage. Compare
performance charts of the bottleneck candidate to the resources using the bottleneck. After
comparing performance across several resources with Analyze Shared Resources, isolate
the actual bottleneck. In the following example, the hypervisor is selected as the bottleneck
candidate, which you can compare to other VMs that use this candidate to see if there is
performance degradation.

Analyze Shared Resources
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Analyze Related Changes

Using Analyze Shared Resources does not reveal the actual bottleneck (noisy neighbor), or
that the root cause of the problem is a recent configuration change. Use Analyze Related
Changes to compare performance charts with configuration events. The bar graph portion of
the chart represents the configuration changes made at a specific time. You can click on a
bar to list the changes.

Analyze Related Changes
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Sparkline View

Use the Sparkline View to analyze the health and performance of the resources in the
datacenter monitoring environment. The Sparkline View displays performance reports for
multiple nodes in the same pane for a quick comparison between different nodes. You can
display detailed performance metrics for each node and find a correlation with other nodes. In
the following example, a VSP 5600H is selected as the sparkline candidate, where you can
compare VSP resources such as port, processor, cache, pool, and parity group performance
in a single pane.

Sparkline View
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Monitor settings

Define the monitoring conditions for detecting deterioration in the service performance of
virtual machines and volumes using dynamic thresholds or static thresholds. You can create
rules and conditions to automate resource assignment to monitoring profiles. Using these
rules, the newly discovered user resources are automatically assigned to the user resource
threshold profiles. When you do not create monitoring threshold profiles or define assignment
rules, the newly discovered resources are automatically registered to the default threshold
profiles.

Monitor settings
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Ops Center Analyzer notifications

Setting notifications is an easy way to stay informed on the status of infrastructure resources
and events. Monitoring resources is both an active and passive activity for IT administrators.
You can use Ops Center Analyzer to configure email notifications that provide detailed
information about issues with resource management. If multiple administrators rely on the
Ops Center Analyzer service, you can create different profiles to deliver different types of
information based on the profile settings. In the following example profile, a notification alert
provides critical, warning, and information alerts based on performance and event action
categories.

Hitachi Ops Center Automator integration

Ops Center Analyzer supports integration with Ops Center Automator. This support provides
direct access to the service templates in Ops Center Automator from the Execute Action
window in the Ops Center Analyzer UI. When administrators notice a performance problem in
a shared infrastructure, they can run the appropriate action or service template to resolve it.
This allows administrators to have auto-remediation capabilities in the event of a degradation
of performance or capacity.

View the following video for more information on Ops Center Analyzer integration with Ops
Center Automator.

Hitachi Ops Center detail view server
Ops Center Analyzer detail view server provides historical report analysis across the entire
datacenter infrastructure, enabling creating advanced monitoring reports, and performing
additional troubleshooting and diagnostics. Unlike the Analyzer server, the detail view server
provides additional performance outside of the 14-day window. The following section
describes the capabilities of the Analyzer detail view server for troubleshooting performance
congestion. See the Appendix (on page 40) for a list of Cisco SAN performance metrics that
can be collected from detail view server.

Ops Center Analyzer notifications
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Note: You can access Analyzer detail view reports any time directly from the E2E
view by clicking any resource icon and selecting Show Report in Analyzer detail
view.

Reports

After logging in to Ops Center Detail View Server, administrators are presented with the
resource tree where resources can be selected to view the latest available default reports in
the Performance view. From the resource tree, selections can be made based on Hypervisor,
SAN switch, or VSP storage system.

Reports
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After a resource has been selected, administrators can extract reports in multiple formats
including PNG, JPEG, PDF, SVG, and CSV from the 3 ellipses icon. Along with extracting
reports, administrators can do performance comparisons using the Compare With function
built into every report. The following example shows NVMe LDEV 0E IOPs performance
monitored over two custom time durations. You can conclude that over this date range,
resources that rely on this LDEV have been impacted by a configuration change or
performance issue that is causing higher than normal LDEV response times.

Custom reports

From the Ops Center detail view server, administrators can create their own custom reports
that might not originally be available from a selected resource. In this example, a custom
report is created for the fabric B SAN switch that is under congestion conditions. From the
detailed view server, select the report name, as well as X and Y axis values, which in this
case is Cisco switch port RX B2B Credit Transitions to 0 and Port Channel Rx Utilization.

Custom reports
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Viewing the custom report output, administrators can narrow down ports that are
experiencing congestion conditions. Here we can see Fibre Channel ports fc1/19 and fc1/20
are showing extremely high RXB2Bto0 transitions. We can also understand that port-channel
12, which uses fc1/1 that supports host connectivity of these storage ports to our hosts, is
showing extremely high utilization narrowing the source of congestion.

Custom MQL reports for Cisco UCS

The Ops Center Analyzer detail view query language is a regex-based query language used
to retrieve and filter data stored in the Analyzer detail view database. MQL allows complex
analysis on this data in real-time with constant runtime. MQL syntax makes it possible to
traverse relations, identify patterns in data, and provides a mechanism to establish
correlations. Administrators can use the following queries in Ops Center Analyzer detail view
server for Cisco UCS-based deployments.

Cisco Port and Hitachi storage port performance:

fabCiscoSwitchPort/*switchPort/*sp/raidPort[@totalIOPS rx b .*]

Custom MQL reports for Cisco UCS
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In this example, we can correlate VSP storage port performance for utilized Cisco host ports.
We filtered based on Fabric B, and we can see that fc1/19 using VSP 5600H port CL3-B is
showing high IOP utilization. This query can help narrow down performance issues from the
VSP system perspective.

Cisco port channel and VMware host:

fabCiscoPortChannel/*portChannel/*hbaPort/*hba/*vmhba/h[@diskWrite rx b .*]

This example correlates VMware host performance per host vHBA to the Cisco Port Channel
supporting the hosts. This query can be used to narrow down performance congestion on a
Cisco UCS environment running VMware.

Custom MQL reports for Cisco UCS
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Alerting

Ops Center Analyzer detail view classifies metrics into two types: configuration and
performance. Configuration metrics change infrequently, and include resource status,
capacity, while performance metrics include IOPS and response time.

Administrators can set various alert conditions for configuration and performance metrics.
When these conditions are met, a notification can be sent by email, SNMP, or a Syslog server
that aids in prevention and identification of performance degradation. In the following
example, a custom alert for Cisco MDS 9132T, which supports fabric B under congestion
conditions, specifies an alert to be shown when RxB2Bto0 credits on selected switch ports
exceeds a limit of 2000.

Alerting
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Appendix
This appendix lists the metrics that the Hitachi Ops Center Analyzer detail view server can
collect from Cisco SAN switches onboarded using the CLI as the data collection method.

Attribute Name Aggregation Operation Unit Data Granularity

CPU Utilization Sum of user CPU and
kernalCpu

% 5 Minutes

Memory Utilization Divide memTotal by
memUsed and then convert
to %

% 5 Minutes

User CPU Utilization Direct % 5 Minutes

Kernal CPU
Utilization

Direct % 5 Minutes

Idle CPU Utilization Direct % 5 Minutes

Memory Total In GB Convert KB to GB GB/Sec 5 Minutes

Memory Used In GB Convert KB to GB GB/Sec 5 Minutes

TX Rate Divide txBytes by 1024 KB/Sec 5 Minutes

RX Rate Divide rxBytes by 1024 KB/Sec 5 Minutes

TX Utilization Divide speed by txBytes and
then convert to GB and then
to %

% 5 Minutes

RX Utilization Divide speed by rxBytes and
then convert to GB and then
to %

% 5 Minutes

Discarded Frames
Count

Sum of rxDiscardCount and
txDiscardCount

Number 5 Minutes

Invalid CRC Count Direct Number 5 Minutes

NOS Count Sum of outputNOS and
inputNOS

Number 5 Minutes

OLS Count Sum of outputOLS and
inputOLS

Number 5 Minutes

LRR Count Sum of outputLRR and
inputLRR

Number 5 Minutes

Port Error Count Sum of rxErrorCount and
txErrorCount

Number 5 Minutes
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Attribute Name Aggregation Operation Unit Data Granularity

Temperature Direct Centigrade 5 Minutes

Voltage Direct V 5 Minutes

Current Direct mA 5 Minutes

Optical Tx Power Direct dBm 5 Minutes

Optical Rx Power Direct dBm 5 Minutes

RX B2B Credit
Transitions to 0

DELTA between previous and
current data points

Count 5 Minutes

TX B2B Credit
Transitions to 0

DELTA between previous and
current data points

Count 5 Minutes

RX B2B Credit
Remaining

Direct Count 5 Minutes

TX B2B Credit
Remaining

Direct Count 5 Minutes

RX B2B Credit Total Direct Count 5 Minutes

TX B2B Credit Total Direct Count 5 Minutes

TX Rate Divide txBytes by 1024 KB/Sec 5 Minutes

RX Rate Divide rxBytes by 1024 KB/Sec 5 Minutes

TX Utilization Divide speed by txBytes and
then convert to GB and then
to %

% 5 Minutes

RX Utilization Divide speed by rxBytes and
then convert to GB and then
to %

% 5 Minutes
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